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Collaboration and decision making in care
proceedings
Law and practice

Shaping a better child protection system
legislative reforms
• Amendments support key child protection reforms:
• Permanency Support Program
• Their Futures Matter
• NSW Practice Framework
• Shaping a Better Child Protection System discussion
paper (October 2017)
• Amendments to the Children and Young Persons (Care
and Protection) Act 1998 commenced on 4 February
2019
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Changes to the law and practice
•
•
•
•
•
•

Established shorter term care orders
Driving urgency in achieving permanency for children
Guardianship orders made by consent
Stronger focus on ADR and family led decision making
Stronger focus on children’s wishes – s.90s
Supported out-of-home care provisions now in line with
DCJ policy
• Strengthened the protection of the privacy of children in
OOHC – s.105
• Strengthened penalties for child abuse and neglect
offences
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Realistic possibility of restoration
in a reasonable period
A new test was introduced in section 83 to support the
making of shorter term court orders.
The ‘reasonable period’ test overcomes the point-in-time
assessment of whether there is a realistic possibility of
restoration (section 83(8A))
Prior to making a care order, DCJ must assess, and the
Children’s Court must expressly find, whether there is a
realistic possibility of restoration ‘within a reasonable
period’ not exceeding 24 months
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Some recent cases – realistic possibility
of restoration in a reasonable period
DFACS & the Steward Children [2019] - NSWChC 1 - 9
May 2019
•

The new test enables the court to take into account likely future
events – no longer than 2 years

•

Evidence the parent has already commenced a process of
improving their parenting that enables confidence that continuing
success might be predicted
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The Secretary of the Department of Communities and
Justice (DCJ) and Fiona Farmer [2019] NSWChC 5

“ To the extent that the father’s engagement with support workers and
caseworkers in the past has been less than optimal, and his
obfuscation, minimisation, or lack of and our has been problematic, I
see these issues as historical.
Going forward, in my assessment, I do not consider these issues will
impact on his parenting of Fiona or his capacity to protect her, or
diminish his ability to satisfactorily address the issues that have led to
the removal of the child, or pose any future unacceptable risk of harm.
There is positive evidence of strong support for the father when Fiona
is restored to his care, from both his family and various services, not
the least of which is Newpin, which has offered significant assistance.”
[153]
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Fiona Farmer case

My assessment of his conduct [in the past] is that it is explicable and
understandable in light of the difficult circumstances in which he found
himself. What is more important, however, is the future, and my
assessment of him going forward is that he understands the risk posed
by the mother’s mental illness and is sufficiently equipped, emotionally,
to take appropriate protective
measures.” [151]
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Earlier restoration to parents
•Extended time to enable earlier restoration of children to
their parents.
•Previously, where the Children’s Court determined that
there was a realistic possibility of restoration and approved
a restoration plan at some future date, DCJ could restore
children to the care of their parents within six months of
that date.
•Section 136(3) was amended to allow DCJ to restore a
child to their parents up to 12 months before a court order
expires.
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Shorter term court orders
Shorter term court orders are preferred to promote timely
permanency planning for children and young people
• Necessary to support the Permanency Support Program
• Section 79(9) – where the Children’s Court approves a
permanency plan involving restoration, guardianship or
adoption, the maximum period the Court can make an
order allocating all aspects of parental responsibility to
the Minister is 24 months
• Section 79(10) – The Court may make an order for a
longer period of time if it is satisfied that there are special
circumstances
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Some recent cases
The Secretary of the Department of Communities and Justice (DCJ)
and the Stonsky Children [2019] NSWChC 8
•
•
•
•

Permanency plan for the adoption of 3 children (twins aged 3 and 1
year old)
2 year STCO made
Evidence satisfied the court that the children’s need for a permanent
and secure home for the children was met
The plan avoided the instability and uncertainty that a succession of
different placements creates and that the plan was consistent with
the principle that the younger the child the greater the need for early
decisions.
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Stonsky Children
CM Hayes said:
“The adoption plan is real and not simply
aspirational. Madeline and Casper [the proposed
adoptive parents] have ‘runs on the board’ for
providing a safe, nurturing, stable and secure
environment. They have proven commitment to
adoption… This is not a case of a mere intention to
adopt.”
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Department of Communities and Justice and Teddy
[2020] NSWChC1
In this case the court found that the permanency plan for guardianship
to the child’s paternal aunt did not satisfactorily meet permanency
planning
• STCO not made
• Order allocating parental responsibility for Teddy to the Minister to
18
• Some lessons:
•
•
•
•

Permanency goal needs to be more than a possibility
Evidence required to provide satisfaction to the court the
permanency goal is realistic and achievable
Care plan needs to be detailed – include timeframes – what, by
whom and by when
Section 82 reports – assurance of bringing s.90 before expiration
of order
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Q and A
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Going to court
Who makes the decision to go to court?
•
•
•
•
•

Case Management Policy – rules and practice guidance
Permanency Support Program
ECPOs and care applications – s.46 and s.61
Section 38 registered care plans
Section 79A – guardianship applications –
• s.79B(1) – designated agency with written consent
• Prospective guardian
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Going to court
• Section 90 applications
•
•
•
•

The Secretary (1AA)(a)
The child (b1)
A person with PR or who had PR (c)
Any other person with sufficient interest (d)

• Section 86 – contact orders and variation by
agreements (s.86A)
• Application to vary interim orders – s.90AA
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Resolving disagreements – FSPs
and DCJ
• What happens in there is disagreement?
•
•
•
•

Information sharing and consultation
Negotiation and ADR
Case Management Policy – rules and guidelines
Funding agreement

• Does the Secretary include FSP agreement or dissent in
the Care Plan or another document?
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Resolving disagreements
• The model litigant obligations and:
• Resolving disagreements

• Joinder applications – s. 98(3)
• Who pays?
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Court proceedings and evidence
• Who makes the decisions about what evidence
is to go to court?
• Who has to provide that evidence?
• How can the FSP provide evidence for DCJ if
they don’t agree with DCJ?
• Who has to go to court?
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Court proceedings and evidence
• What documents do FSPs have to provide in court
proceedings?
• Is a subpoena required for the worker to attend court or
to bring their documents?
• Information sharing – chapter 16A
• Case Management Policy – rules and practice
guidance
• Funding agreement
• Parental responsibility and Minister’s non delegable
duty
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Court proceedings and evidence
How can the FSP have their voice heard in court
proceedings?
•
•
•
•

Model litigant obligations
Section 87 – right to be heard
Section 98 (3)
EC v Secretary, NSW Department of Family
and Community Services [2019] NSWSC 226
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Court proceedings and evidence
Role of the DCJ lawyer
•
•
•
•

Who is the client?
FSP caseworkers – as DCJ witness
Consulting with witnesses
Keeping witnesses information of proceedings, key dates
and hearing dates
• Preparing witnesses
• Cross examination and re-examination during the
hearing
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Decision making after final orders
• Parental responsibility to the Minister
• Case management responsibility
•

Designated agencies and supervisory responsibility – s.
140
• power to place a child or young person with an authorised
carer or in a residential unit,
• the power to make decisions on matters relating to the
safety, welfare and well-being of a child or young person
that are not encompassed in the care responsibility,
• the power to control the exercise of the care responsibility
by giving directions to authorised carers,
• the duty to supervise the placement and to ensure that the
safety, welfare and well-being of the child or young person
is being protected and promoted.
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Decision making after final orders
• Care responsibility of principal officers and authorised
carers (s. 157) – some examples
•

consent to medical treatment, not involving surgery, for the child or
young person on the advice of a medical practitioner,

•

to correct and manage the behaviour of the child or young person,
subject to the regulations,
• to give permission to participate in activities, such as school
excursions, that are organised for the child or young person,
• make other decisions that are required in the day-to-day care and
control of the child or young person.
• provide a child or young person with whatever religious instruction (if
any) the authorised carer considers to be appropriate
• allow the child or young person to participate in religious activities
Carers’ powers are subject to written direction of the designated agency
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Changes to case plans
• Changes to case plans after final orders - When
do you need to bring the matter back to court?
• Restoration – where the court has made a
finding of no realistic possibility of
restoration
• Guardianship orders
• Adoption
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Reports to the court
• Section 82 reports
• Section 76 reports
• Roles and responsibilities – FSPs and DCJ

• Who reviews the reports?
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Other questions?
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Results and trends

Results and trends
2018/2019
•
•
•
•

41.9% fewer children entering OOHC (since 2015/16)
34.6% fewer Aboriginal children entering OOHC
134 children in OOHC were adopted by their carers
3,050 children on guardianship orders (increase of 7.1% since
June 2018 - 2,849 children)

• 1,036 Aboriginal children on guardianship orders

(increase

of 9.7% since June 2018 – 944 children)
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Results and trends
Since 1 July 2019 – approximate figures only
• Over 400 families referred to a family group
conference - approximately half Aboriginal families
• Over 100 FGCs involved no subsequent court order
• Over 200 STCOs made – just over 40% of all orders
made 3 in 4 children on STCOs have restoration as
their permanency goal
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Care applications
Declining care applications to the Children’s Court
• 46% reduction in the number of initiating care
applications filed since 2015/16
•
•
•
•

2015/16
2016/17
2017/18
2018/19

1,753
1,487
1,163
954
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Questions and contact
Contact
Catherine Samuels
Director Child Protection
DCJ Legal
catherine.samuels@facs.nsw.gov.au
Tel. 8879 9022
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